A new fiber fabry-perot pressure sensor is designed. It is made by photolithography, silicon wafer etching, anode bonding, microelectromechanical system technology and so on. It is suitable for the pressure measurement of micro-pressure environment under harsh environment and small space. The structure of the transmitter and the way to make it are described in detail. The design smartly uses the Fiber optic flange, the optical fiber end face is parallel to the sensitive film, thus a high-quality Fabry-Pero-cavity is formed. The structure also contributes to the stability of the initial cavity, the sensor error is reduced. The experimental demodulation system is established, the pressure, temperature and other characteristics are tested in detail.
Introduction
Micropressure sensor is the most commonly used pressure sensor in industrial practice,widely used in various industrial automatic control environment, it is involved in oil pipelines, water and electricity, railway transportation, intelligent building, production of automatic control and machine tools and other industries [1.2] . But in the industrial security zone, against bad conditions, micro pressure leak in confined Spaces and test requirements for pipeline microflow have not been satisfied, need small size, high anti-interference, high sensitivity, micropressure sensor products with wide range and not lose the precision. In recent years, the development direction of micropressure sensor is starting to shift to new materials, new mechanism and new structure, the process is being developed from silicon micropressure sensor [3, 4] to optical micropressure sensor.
Meanwhile, fiber fabry-perot(F-P) sensor is developing rapidly, it has been applied to severe electromagnetic interference and high temperature and other harsh conditions.The optical fiber F-P interferometric pressure sensor structure is simple, low cost, it is the most commonly used interferometric fiber pressure sensor. It not only has the characteristics of general optical fiber sensor good reliability, anti-electromagnetic interference, corrosion resistance, etc ,but also has the characteristics of high measure precision, high dynamic range, linearity and so on. This paper designs and develops a fiber F-P micropressure sensor, make full use of the advantages of optical fiber sensor, the disadvantages of traditional micro pressure sensor in small space and strong electromagnetic environment are overcome, and linearity is good, the sensitivity is high. The sensor is made of microelectromechanical system(MEMS) technology and suitable for mass serialproduction.
sensor design
The structure of the sensor is shown in figure 1 , among them a is the fiber optic flange, b is the fiber and ceramic inserts, c is the glass ring,d is monocrystalline silicon piece, also called the pressure sensitive membrane of the sensor. The light travels vertically through the fiber, part of it is reflected off the fiber end, the other part passes through the air cavity, the silicon sensitive film is reflected back into the optical fiber, two beams of light interfere in the optical fiber, the F-P interference cavity was formed under the surface of the fiber optic end and the MATEC Web of Conferences 139, 00200 (2017) DOI: 10.1051/matecconf/201713900200 ICMITE 2017 sensitive film. When external pressure changes, the sensitive membrane changes under the action of pressure, that changes the length of the F-P cavity, the phase of the reflection spectrum is changed. By means of the demodulation of its reflection spectra, you get the length of the F-P cavity. In this sensor, the mechanical model of silicon sensitive film with glass ring bonding can be abstracted as radius r, a round plate of surrounding solids, the surface is subjected to uniformly distributed pressure P, then the relationship between the center deflection of silicon membrane and pressure P is
The h is sensitive film thickness, y is the sensitive film center deflection. In general(y<h/2),(1) can be approximated to A linear equation: 
Analysis of experimental results
The pressure test system of micropressure sensor is shown in figure 4 ,the broadband source with the optical fiber sensor 
F-P cavity length can be solved by (3), (4) To test the delay performance of the sensor, increase the pressure from 0 to 0.1MPa, and then it's uniformly down to zero,
The contrast of lumen length in the process of lifting and lowering is shown in fig. 7 . It can be seen that the delay effect of micro pressure sensor is very weak, the rise and fall curves almost coincide. pressure sensors, the sensor was tested for four days in a row, the results are shown in table 1, the mean relative error of the calculation is 0.7%,sensitivity to the sensor is minimal.
In addition, the temperature characteristic of the micropressure transmitter is studied. Place a finished sensor in a high temperature test chamber, control the temperature rise from 10 ℃ to 65 ℃, the length of the lumen curve is shown in figure 8 . It can be seen that the cavity length of the sensor is linear with temperature change, the temperature sensitivity calculation value is 80 nm / ℃. In stress tests, a good temperature linearity also facilitates temperature compensation for the sensor, to get accurate test results. 
Conclusions
The design and manufacture of optical fiber F-P micro pressure sensor, a number of tests have been carried out. The results show that the micro-pressure sensor is stable, good hysteresis, high sensitivity, and it is easy to draw materials, Compact construction, the advantages of low production cost, suitable for mass production.
